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ABSTRACT

This paper provides an overview of requirements to be considered
in designing a fault tolerant communication network. The

An essential component of future space station communication
systems is a highly reliable network which can handle high data
throughputs. The network must be adaptable and reconfigurable to
accommodate different applications. For routing messages in these
networks a distributed mechanism is considered appropriate
because of the inherent fault isolation characteristics that may be
embedded in the design of such networks. This paper provides an
overview of requirements to be considered in designing a fgult
tolerant communication network. The underlying concepts of
packets, packet routing, and fault tolerance are introduced. An
overview of the simulation of one such network performed by the
research team at DSG Communications Inc. is given. Proposed
areas for fiture investigations and other potential areas for further
research are highlighted.

underlying concepts of packets, packet routing, and fault tolerance
are introduced. Configuration of a high speed communication
network suitable for h l t tolerant communication is presented. An
overview of the simulation of one such network performed by the
research team at DSG Communications Inc. is piven. Proposed
areas for future investigations and other potential areas for further
research are highlighted.

INTRODUCTION

Future space stations, such as FREEDOM] will require
communication networks as part of their basic capabilities. A
findamental requirement for a data communications network used
for space applications is that the network must provide high
communications capacity to accommodate teleopemtion, remote
sensing, and distributed computing. The network must be highly
adaptable; new instruments and experimentswill be incorporated on
board over the lietime of a space station. The system must also be
highly fault tolerant to prevent degradation and to protect vital
functions in the face of circuit faults or physical damage.
There are two approaches to routing and load balancing in
communications networks: centralized control and distributed
control. Centralized control relies on a single system element to
monitor traffic throughout the system. Routing and load balancing
decisions are based on this system view. Distributed control makes
routing and load balancing decisions at each element in the
network.
Cartralized control traditionally provides better load balancing than
distributed control due to more detailed knowledge of overall
system traejc. Distributed control systems typically have lower
performance than centraltzed
. control systems because each system
clement only has knowledge of the tmBc that passes through it.
However, centralized control is much more susceptible to failure
than distributed control. If the central controller fails the entire
network f3s. Ifa network element in a suitable distniuted control
system Edils only a small portion of the network fails. Ideally, the
performance degradation is heady proportional to the number of
failed nmvorlc elements.

Interconnection Networks
Information to be passed from one device to another is grouped
together into packages called packets. A packet can be thought of
as an envelope and the information as the letter within. The
network connecting these devices consists of a collection of routers
wired together in a specific W o n . Each device (which may be
both a sender and a receiver of information) is directly connected to
one of the routers. When senders need to communicate they form
their messages into packets and pass them to their router. The
routers then systematically pass their packets to routers nearer to
the receiver (similar to the way Canada Post delivers your mail - but
much h e r ) . When a packet arrives in the router connected to the
packets receiver,the router passes the packet to the receiver.
The network itself is formed by wires C

O

Mbetween
~
routers.

There are 8 wires connected to every router in the network used in
this investigation. These 8 wires provide many alternative paths
&om the sender to the receiver for each message. In the event of
congestion (a traflic jam), or if wires or routers quit working,
packets can be routed on alternative paths and still reach their
destination.
Given the potential variation in load on a network the bandwidth of

any edge may be exceeded at higher loads. The network load
variation can cause messages to block i.e. the messages are
prevented from being forwarded to the routers closer to their
destinations. Blocking is a fUnaion of the network topology any
network with less than fill ~ ~ ~ C c t i V(i.e.
i t y every node has a
direct connection to every other node) will experience blocking as
the communications load imxeaseS beyond a certain bound.
Network designers attempt to use less than fidly connected
networks, such as the hyper cube, in an effort to reduce the cost of
implementingthe network. For example, the number of routers in a
crossbar switch (a class of non blocking network) grows as @,
where N is the number of nodes in the network.

-

The routing mechanism works best when the routers are connected
to each other with many wires. Several alternative connection
pattans are possible but one in particular, called a hyper cube, is
particularly attractive. A hyper cube has N routers which result in a
dramatic reduction in complexity as N grows large.

1SpaceStation F d o m is a 1OO-metrr-longManned Base to be wnst~Ud
by 1999.
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Hypercubes are generalizations of the cubes that we generally
associate with the term. Several hypercubes are shown in Figure 1..
D is the dimension of each cube (D = 3 is the "normal" threedimensional cube); N is the number of comers in the cubes (these
are the routers in our networks); and W is the number of edges in
the cube (these are the communications links in our networks).
Hypercubes are built and extended (dimensionally) in a very
straightfoward manner[ 81.
HvDercube Networks
The hyper cube has long been of interest as an interconnection
network for parallel computing systems using packet switched data.
Communications network designers are drawn to its geometric
regularity, susceptibility to mathematical analysis, and exceptionally
simple, yet powerful routing algorithms.
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DESIGN CONSIDDERA'ITONS
Two routing algorithms have been developed and investigated by
the DSG team. The algorithms permit the conceptual advantages of
hypercubes to be exploited without limiting the designer to
constructing a physically complete hyper cube. The network
designer can incorporate as many nodes and edges as are required
to provide the required levels of throughput, symmetry, and fault
tolerance. Selected edges and nodes can easily be removed to
reduce the system capacity if a complete hyper cube implementation
is excessive.
Additional flexibility is gained by the ability to add new edges that
are not in the hyper cube structure. Thus, edges that span two or
more dimensions of the hyper cube can be added. These extra
edges reduce the effective diameter of the network and increase
throughput and fault tolerance.
Any network, up to a completely connected network, can therefore
be imbedded in a hyper cube address space of arbitrary size.
However, practical implementations are likely to limit the fan-in /
fan-out of any particular node. Consequently, our approach does
not limit the ffeedom of the packet-switched network designer in
any way. Instead, the benefits of fault tolerant routing in a
conceptual hyper cube are supported.
The routing algorithms can dynamically reconfigure to adapt as
wires or routers fail. Detection of faults and reconfiguration are
entirely local operations: no global reconfiguration is required. A
network can continue correct operation until severed into
unconnected segments. Even then, the Lu'"ected segments of
the network will continue correct operation for local tratfic.

Most common network topologies, such as rings, stars, meshes,
toroidal rings, trees can be directly mapped onto a hyper cube
network. It has been shown that a hyper cube is a super set of
those communicationsnetworks that we are most familiar with.
Packet Switching Versus Virtual Circuits

D=4
Figure 1. Low dimension hypercubes

20 nodes. Any two nodes are
connected by a communications link if and only if the numeric
identifiers for each node differ in only one bit, for nodes numbered
fiom 0 to (2"-I) in base 2 notation. For example, node 0101 and
node 0100 are connected by a communications link along the
rcroeth dimension and nodes 1111 and 011 1 are connected by a
communications link across the third dimension. D is referred to as
the dimension of the hyper cube. D is also the &-in and fan-out of
each node and the diameter of the network (the maximum distance
across the network). A hyper cube of dimension D has
D .ZD-'edges (communications links) where nodes are connected
via these edges. The average distance between nodes is DD. As
described thus far, hypexcubes are i n t e r c o d o n networks with:

Hypercubes are networks with

1) physical wires corresponding to each edge,
2) routers corresponding to each node, and
3) communication sourcedsinks corresponding to each
node.

Communications networks are defined by the manner in which they
deliver information. Viriuul circuib guarantee delivery in the order
in which it was transmitted. Pucket switched networks guarantee
delivery but make no guarantee as to the order in which information
is received. A virtual circuit is an identified path connecting the
Source (of the message) and the Sink (destination of the message)
over which the sequence of transmission and reception is
" a i n e d . V i a l circuits are relatively expensive to set up and to
reconfigure. The most common use of virtual circuits is voice calls
over the public switched telephone network. In contrast, packet
switched networks are relatively inexpensive to implement since the
packets are simply "dumped" into the network and the network
routers can direct them to their destinations without concern for
priority or ordering. The most common use of pakket switched
networks is for wide area computer communications.
One concern in packet switching is the degree of out-of-ordemess
of the packets in a message upon delivery. When simulating a
virtual circuit with a packet switch, the packets must be buffered at
the last network element so that they can be delivered to the sink in
correct order. The degree of out-of-ordemess is a measure of how
many packets may arrive out of order, and it governs the size of the
buffer required. A virtual circuit, by definition, has an out-ofordemess of degree 0. An out-of-ordemess of degree 3 in a packet
switched network means that the network must be able to store up
to 3 packets, while waiting for the arrival of the next packet, in
order to present the packets to the sink in correct order.
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All packet switching networks need to supply virtual circuit
services and that packet ordering is typically a responsibility of
higher levels of the network than those under investigation.

Two Hvmrcube Conceats
The hyper cube is a blocking packet switching network where the
number of message links between a given router and the rest of the
network varies as the logarithm (to the base 2) of the number of
nodes in the network. Maximum (ideal) use of the network occurs
when every router has D packets to move and all packets are
forwarded with no wire assignment conflicts. Thus, every wire in
the network is used to move a packet closer to its destination. No
greater throughput is possible all wires are always full moving
packets toward their destination along o p t i d paths.

-

Average Packet Travel Distance is D/2 hoas
A hyper cube of degree D has D . 2 D-’ bi-directional wires or
edges and 2’ routers. In the absence of conflicts, D . 2’ packets
can be moved in one Packet Exchange Cycle (PEC). The average

D
distance packets in a random message load must travel is 2’
LetD = thedi”icmofthehypcrcube.
The possibletravel dktaces are 0,1,2 ,...,D.
Each travel distance has a probability cqual to:

NumberofRartcrsatthatDisgwe =
’Ibc

Sustained Maximum Iniection Rate
Every router in a hyper cube manages a message queue. Incoming
messages received from neighboring routers are placed in this
queue. Messages to be injected into the network from a source are
also placed in this queue if space is available. The attempt to inject
new messages is rejected if no space is available. The inherent load
limiting can be analytically determined as follows:
Let D = the dimension of the hyper cube and the number of edges
connected to any given router. A router has a capacity of D
packet-steps per PEC. That is, a router can move up to D packets
(the number of edges connected to it) one step (to its nearest
neighbors) per PEC. There are 20 routers in the hyper cube,
therefore D .2’ forward steps may be accomplished in every PEC.
The average distance per packet was shown (in the previous
section) to be

D
-

2

.

Therefore, we can expect on average,

D
(D .2’ } -, or 2.2’ packets to be delivered per PEC. Since there

2

are 2’ routers, this represents a value of 2 delivered packets per
router per PEC. Since the number of packets injected is limited by
the number of packets that are delivered, on average, 2 packets can
be injected and delivered by each router every packet exchange
cycle.

2D

Total number of Routers’
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S OF THE SIMULATION STUDY

value of the travel distance
-#-I)

(withmutmOastherefaarCtp0int)is=
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wherr:
dista~~cetoR
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R = routingcodeinbinarynotation
Asmnung a stationaryrandom proccss, the avaagt travel
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The research t m carried out computer simulations of a high
capacity fault tolerant communications networks proposed for use
on the Space Station FREEDOM. The proposed network is based
on routers connected in a mathematicallyregular (easily defined and
repeated throughout) fashion. The routers implement adaptive
packet switching routing algorithms.

In brief, the objectives of this technical study were to:
1) determine, through computer simulation, the
performance characteristics of the network routing
algorithms developed by McCrosky (SCS) and Callele
(the Friendly algorithm).

2) Compare the performance of the proposed algorithm
with those methods commonly in use: in particular,
dimensional routing (the Naive algorithm), and worm hole
routing @ d f S Algorithm);

D
= -.
’
I
L

Forarample.withD = 3,tbedktancedistributionsare:
Inadeatdistance 0,
3nodesatdiSrance1,
3 ncdesat distance 2, and
Inodeatdistance3.
“bus,tbcavtragctraveldistanceforD= 3 i s
(1.0) + (3. I)+ (3.2) + (1- 3)
2
2‘
= l.5Q.E.D.
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3) determine the “crossover” points for the network loads
that would justify choosing between the four algorithms for
the given loading conditions;

3) determine the faut tolerance and suMvability of the
proposed algorithms to a number of fault conditions (loss of
nodes, edges, and combinations thereof).
The performance of each algorithm for distributed control of
mthg, load balancing, and faut tolerance was investigated via
detailed computer simulation. Performance WBS
under
conditions ranging from 20% to 85% of theoretic maximum load
for the condition of no faults in the network. The p e r f o m c e of
the SCS and Friendly algorithms was hrther investigated for a
variety of fault conditions ranging tiom 1% to 8% of the total
number of links in the network.
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Network Model Used in the Simulations
The performance of four routing algorithms is examined by
simulation of network traffic. The simulator is designed as a
network of communicating objects, each object representing a node
in the network. The input data sets for simulation are obtained
from mathematical distributions based on the following
considerations:
The network load can be modeled as being composed only of full
packets or of partial packets as well. That is, packets are only
introduced into the network if there is enough information available
to create a full packet (partial packets are never injected) or packets
are injected into the network on a time division basis (if there is any
information to be transmitted during this time slot, inject a packet
containing this information). The full packet network model
conserves network bandwidth until maximum efficiency (in terms of
actual information delivered each PEC) is reached since no
transmission capacity is wasted in transmitting partially full packets.
The full packet network model does not account for the injection
delay as messages are accumulated to form full packets.
The simulator, as implemented, uses the full packet model - it does
not differentiate between full packets or partially full packets.
Instead, the simulator uses the concept of streams to create a
frequency ofpacket injection rather than an actual messaging load.
The frequency of packet injection can be used to model full or
partial packet injection. A partial packet is a packet that uses an
entire packet exchange time slot without transmitting the maximum
amount of data during that period. Since a partially full packet uses
as much network communications bandwidth as a full packet, there
is no requirement to differentiate between the two mechanisms.
Partial packets can be represented as full packets, and if desired, the
efEciency of communications bandwidth utilization can be
calculated by correcting for the 'wasted' space inside of partially full
packets.

The routing algorithms investigated consist of mechanisms used to
achieve a balance between queuing delay, latency, and throughput
while routing the message packets. Four algorithms were selected
for investigation. They are:

The relationship between these files and a block diagram of the
simulation process is presented in Figure 2..
Generation of Random Packet Loads
The simulation load is modeled as a set of unidirectional streams of
packets from sources to sinks. Each stream is described by a
source, a sink, a start time in PECs, a duration in PECs, a rate in
packets per PEC,and a stream identification number.
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ANALYSIS AND
INTERPRETATIONS

1) Naive routing algorithm,

2) Dally's algorithm,

3) McCrosky's Saturated Constant Shuffle (SCS) algorithm,

OVERVJEW OF TFIE SIMULATION PROCESS

Figure 2. Outline of the simulation process.
The simulation assumes bi-directional links that can move one
packet in each direction during each PEC. Consequently, each
hypercube's capacity per PEC to move messages is the number of
routers, N, times the number of dimensions, D,giving N - D . With
random selection of source and sink, the average packet travels D/2
edges. Thus the N .D moves per PEC divided by the average

For simulating the four routing algorithms, two input and three

D gives the average number of packets
distance per packet, -,

and
4) Callele's Friendly algorithm

output files were used. These are:

2

Input:
1) the tuple source file,
2) the fault file,

output:
3) the packet output file,
4) the final channel data output file, and
5 ) the final router data output file.

moved %om source to sink per PEC. his figure, N-D = 2 . N, is

<,
D

the ideal number of packets that can be delivered per PEC. For D =
8, we ideally expect 512 packets to be delivered per PEC. Each
router can ideally source andor sink a total of four packets per
PEC. The simulation is designed for loads where each router can
source two packets and sink two packets per PEC.
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The overall ideal capacity of the hyper cube to deliver packets
during the simulation period can be represented as a table of ideal
routing capacity versus PECs, as shown in Figure 3..

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Execution of the Simulations and Collection of the Results

This section reports the results of the simulation studies. The
principal objective was to characteke the performance of each of
the four algorithms under varying load and fault conditions. The
performance criteria used to compare the algorithms is briefly
rwiewed.
r

In any simulation study it is necessary to determine the run length
of the simulation. If the run is too short random fluctuations m y
dominate, potentially leading to unreliable results. If the run is too
long, valuable computing resources may be needlessly wasted. As
well, the 'tail' of the random distributions can also influence the
results. Unfortunately, run length determination for non-trivial
simulations is more of an art than a science.
An artifkt in the generation of streams in the reported load model
makes it clear that the initial cycles of the simulation should not
sampled. Stream start times and duration's were randomly sampled
and at any time past the maximum duration of a stream from the
start of the simulation the work load will be uniform. However,
from the beginning of the simulation to the end of the maximum
duration of any individual stream, a lower than average load density
is expected. This is a consequence of using a continuous
distribution sampled at a discrete time. Until all streams obtained
fiom this initial portion of the sampled distribution have been
eliminated, the load will not exhibit the desired characteristics.
Consequently, data obtained during this startup period was ignored.
Only after the presented load had d e d the desired level was data

I

Table 1. Determination of Simulation Run Length.

Determination o f Simulation Run LenHh

1 pr: 1

Average Latency
SCS algorithm

7;

1

1

I

1

Run Length,

Average Latency
Friendly algorithm
PECs

1
4.27

2000

I

I

4.31
4.32

3000

I

4.27

I

4.28

Statistics were collected only after an initial period to accommodate
the stabilization of presented load. Router and link statistics were
collected only from PEC 1000 to PEC 3000. Packet statistics were
collected for all packets from the start of simulation to the end of
simulation allowing verification of the latency equations for all
packets, not just a subset
The four algorithms were tested under loads ranging from 20% to
85% of theoretic maximum capacity and O?? h l t conditions. The
total number of packets to be delivered varied as the load increased.
Precise values for each load are given in Table 2..
Figure 4. presents the proportion of presented load that was
achlally delivered as the communications load rose from 20% to
85% with no fault conditions.

Figure 3. Layout ofthe allocation table for random load
generation.

A set of experiments were conducted to determine the period
required to obtain results that were statistically 'stable'. Simulations
with progressively longer sampling periods (from 500 to 3000
PECs in increments of 500 PECs) were run until it was determined
that few fluctuations in the critical statistics were occurring. A run
length longer than required (2000 PECs) was chosen as the
standard run length for all subsequent simulations.
The results of the run length tests for Friendly and SCS are given
in Table 1.

Friendly and SCS suc~essfullydeliver 100% of their packets under
all presented loads up to 80%. Neither Dally nor Naive deliver all
of their load even under the lightest presented load. The behavior of
Dally and Naive degrade seriously as presented load rises. ,
It was surprising to note that Dally and Naive p u f o d so poorly
on this first test. The reason is believed to be that the Dally's
algorithm is intended for a load model that consists only of
relatively long communications bursts at the maximum transmission
rate. This traffic model is typical of a collection of computers
The file transmissions are
occasionally exchanging files.
intermittent, but relatively long and at high speed. A routing
algorithm that can establish a dedicated pipe for such t d c will be
superior. However, the communications load anticipated for the
Space Station FREEDOM (and for terrestrial applications of hyper
cube routing structures) is more varied. We expect a wide range of
transmission rates from a minute W o n of a packet per PEC to a
complete packet every PEC.

-
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so much worse than SCS and Friendly? Naive is not an adaptive
algorithm. There is only one possible path through the cube for
each packet and the lowest numbered available dimension is always
traversed first, Therefore, the hyper cube is completely unable to
respond to the varying dynamic load presented to it. Naive can not
route around congested areas. This failure causes even hrther
congestion. The phenomena is much like 'hot spots' in Banyan Tree
networks. Any tendency to congestion compounds itself and
spreads. The non-adaptive nature of Naive not only reduces
performance but prevents Naive from being fault-tolerant since
there is no capability to route around congestion or faults.

1.1m

1

.

.oooo

Latenm Versus Lord
Given that SCS and Friendly manage to deliver all their presented
load under no fault conditions, how quickly are those packets
delivered? Figure 5. illustrates the average latency for all delivered
packets versus the presented load for Friendly and SCS.
The ideal average latency for a D = 8 hyper cube with random
selection of source and sink is 4. Figure 5. includes this ideal
latency line for comparison. Friendly and SCS exhibit a slow
increase in latency from near ideal at 20% load to less than six at
70% and 80% respectively.

Figure 4. Proportion of Load Delivered
Table 2. Total Number of Packets for Varying Loads.

Friendly is superior to SCS at all loads. Friendly remains useful
(latency 10) until 85%, whereas SCS remains useful only to 80%.

PACKETS
16

15

I

20%

I

786

I

205,24

1

14
~

802
13

40%

1,43 5

410,470

1,603

0.802

SO??

1,817

5 12,945

2,004

1.002

12
11
10

9

8

1

80%

4,126

8 18,662

3,198

1.599

85%

5,199

870,174

3,399

1.700

90%

I

6,796

I

921,381

I

3,599-

Dally's response to these loads is to open a dedicated channel for
each stream without regard to the transmission rate. Consequently
many channels (worm holes) waste large amounts of bandwidth idly
waiting for the next packet to come down the channel. In contrast
to SCS and Friendly, Dally resmes the channel for the exclusive
use of the conversation causing all other conversations that require
this channel to block.
Dally's algorithm, although successful in the specialized load
conditions of multiprocessor systems exchanging files and memory
images, is simply inappropriate for the more general load conditions
anticipated for FREEDOM and other terrestrial applications.
The Naive algorithm also performed very poorly in delivering the
presented load. Unlike Dally (but like SCS and Friendly) Naive
does not dedicate channels but moves packets in a store-andfonvard manner as available links permit. Why does Naive perform

Figure 5 . Latency versus load curves for Friendly and SCS.
The goal of each algorithm is to "ize the throughput of each
router (as measured in packets per PEC). Each algorithm is
considered useful under increasing load only as long as the
algorithm continues to deliver aII the packets presented by the load.
Siultaneously, each algorithm must attempt to minimize the
delivery latency of packets throughout the network. Under
conditions of light load, all algorithms should produce near ideal
latencies. The message loads used were designed to present a load
with an ideal latency of 4 PECs in an 8 dimension hyper cube. It is
expected that, as the communications load and Eault levels increase,
latency will increase.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Because there are many routers and many wires connecting them,

these networks have very large message handling capabilities. This
characteristic is particularly appropriate for demanding applications
where many packets must be moved quickly.
These networks are also able to deal very effectively with the failure
of wires and routers in the networks both because of the number of
routers and wires as well as certain aspects of the algorithms. The
surviving network is still capable of successfidly delivering
messages if many of the wires or routers fail. The performance of
these networks degrades gently as these fiults occur. This is a
highly attractive feature for any application where it is very difficult
to perform repairs (such as the Space Station FREEDOM) or
where a disaster could occur if the network breaks down (such as
nuclear power plants).
The SCS and Friendly algorithms both provide many advantages
over traditional approaches for control of packet switched
communications networks.
Both algorithms operate in a
completely distributed manner and eliminate all overhead associated
with centralized control systems. Their distributed nature also
makes them much more fault tolerant than centralized mechanisms.
Both algorithms are also simple enough to allow direct
implementation in hardware as state machines. A direct hardware
implementationallows systems to be created very inexpensively and
with higher levels of performance than software based systems.
Both algorithms are robust with respect to technological change
and can be implemented in the most suitable technology for a given
application.
The performance results obtained from the simulation are very
promising. Both the Naive algorithm and Dallfs algorithm
performed so poorly on b l t free simulations (as compared to the
other algorithms) that they were dismissed from firther
consideration. The SCS and Friendly algorithms both deliver highly
acceptable performance for loads up to 80% of the theoretic l i t .
The Friendly algorithm has marpally better performance than SCS
until the load exceeds approximately 70%. As the load increases
beyond 70%, or under more artreme fault conditions, the
@ o m c e of SCS degrades more rapidly than Friendly.
However, F r i d l f s performance margin comes at a price. The
bardware required to implement SCS is expected to be considerably
less complex than that required by the Friendly algorithm.
Thaefore, for loads of less than 70% or where the level of faults
expected is not extreme, the best choice is SCS. If loads in excess
of 70% of theoretic maximum are expected or a high level of fault
tolerance is required, then the Friendly algorithm is the best choice.

In summary we have established that two viable routing algorithms
for highly-fblt tolerant, adaptive packet routing adst. The
Performan~eand b l t - t o l m c e O f these algorithms is dramatically
bata than known alternatives under a wide range of load
conditions. If one keeps in mind that these are hlly distributed
algorithms, with NO use of ~~mmunications
bandwidth for network
management overhead, +hen both SCS and Friendly deliver truly
incredible performance with very punishing loads. Both SCS and
Friendly appear to be viable control algorithms for a wide variety of
applications ofhyper cubbased packet routing algorithms.
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